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1. Ramu:- sir, could you tell me ,…………….is the railway station from here?
Stranger: - it is very near
Fill in the blank choosing appropriate word phrase from the following.
1) How long 3) how far
2) How about 4)how about

2. I……….. (read ) the book for last ten days
1) read 2) am reading 3) have been reading 4) am reading

3. my friend’s uncle is …………………….M.L.A
1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. ……. Ramayana is …………….. epic.
1)   a, a 2)The, the 3) A, The 4) the , an

5. The Indian captain said that the pitch was more suitable for batsmen.
1) The Indian captain said ,” the pitch is more suitable for batsmen”
2) The Indian captain wished ,” the pitch was more suitable for batsmen”
3) The Indian captain remarked ,” the pitch is pre suitable for batsmen”
4) The Indian captain said ,” the pitch suits  batsmen no more”

6. Mr. Mayo said that if they use celebrities,they give them an advantage.
1) Mr. Mayo argued, “If we use celebrities, they give us an advantage.
2) Mr. Mayo said, “If we use celebrities, they give us an advantage.
3) Mr. Mayo revealed, “If we use celebrities, they would give them an advantage.
4) Mr. Mayo said, “If we use celebrities, advantage is given to them.

7. He is being influenced by a few greedy people.
1) A few greedy people are influencing him. 
2) A few greedy people influence him. 
3) A few greedy people influenced him. 
4) A few greedy people have influenced him. 

8. I was never given a chance to speak.(Change into Active voice)
1) They had not given me a chance to speak.
2) They never gave me a chance to speak.
3) They did not give me a chance to speak
4) They do not give me a chance to speak

9. the style of personal letter should be…………..
1) Formal 3)familiar & intimate
2) ornamental 4) impersonal

10. Which of the following subscription is correction?
1) Your’s truly, 2)yours truly, 3) Yours truly, 4) your’s truly,

11. Poor raja shekhar! He has been ……….a soft ware job for one year.
1) Looking for 2) looking in to 3) looking after 4)looking at

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘ taught’
1) g 2) h 3) gh 4) t

13. It was very cold. Raju was shivering ( combine the sentence)
1) It was so very cold Raju was shivering.
2) It was too cold that Raju was shivering.
3) It was very cold that Raju was shivering.
4) It was so cold that Raju was shivering.

14. He was arrested …………helping the culprits
1) Since 2) by 3) for 4) from

15. Can I have a holiday……………Monday?
1) on 2) in 3) since 4)  for
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16. We learnt english parsing thoroughly
1) Noun 2) conjunction 3) adverb 4)interjection 

17. Raja sat on a bench
1) verb 2) adverb 3) adjective 4)preposition

18. Identify the wrongly  spelt word
1) calendar 2) compain 3) ceiling 4) beautiful

19. Pen is mightier than sword. ( change in S.D)
1) Pen is the mightier than sword 3) sword is not mightiest as pen.
2) Pen is one of the mightiest as pen 4) no S. D

20. /3 : n I s t /
1) earning 2) earnest 3) early 4)against

21. /ge Ip/
1) gap 2) gape    3) game 4 )golf

22. Wasn’t very kind of you?
1) exclaiming 2)congratulating 3)thanking 4)complaining

     23          “Why don’t you lend me a helping hand ” said Raju. Raju is……………….

1) Giving a command 3) making a request
2) Giving information 4) offering help

24 Britain and America fought a war against Afghanistan. They formed ………….
1) friend ship 2) business 3)love 4) ally

25 Prepare well for the test. It is necessary( combine the sentence)
1) it’s necessary prepare well for the test.
2) it’s necessary to prepare well for the test.
3) prepare well it’s necessary for the test.
4) it’s necessary preparing well for the test.

26 Genial. ( synonym )
1) Heavy 2) stressing 3) drowsy 4) sympathetic

27 Cumbersome ( Antonym )
1) senile 2) convenient 3) gigantic 4)reasonable 

28 We have lunch at 12 ‘O clock.   …………….?
1) don’t we? 2)do we? 3) didn’t we ? 4)  have we? 

29 My family should appreciate my artistic nature, …..?
1) Shouldn’t he? 2) should they 3)shouldn’t they? 4) shouldn’t she?

30 owing to ill health, he could not continue his studies ( change in to compound )
1) he could not continue his studies because he was ill.
2) he was ill, therefore he could not continue his studies.
3) he could not continue his studies because of his  ill helth.
4) He was ill so that he could not continue his studies.

31 The drowning man cried for help ( change in complex )
1) The man was drowning and so he cried for help.
2) The man cried for help because cried for help
3) The man who was drowning cried for help.
4) The man cried for help when he was drowning
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                                          Comprehension passage
The first season my crop was good enough to satisfy me, especially the beans and 
potatoes. The next year I did better still, for I dug all the land I needed, about a third of 
acre, with a spade. I learned from the experience of both years that if  one would live 
simply and eat only the crop which he raised, and raise no more than he ate, then he 
would need to plant only a small piece of ground.

        Ancient poetry and old stories suggest that farming was once a holy art; but people farm 
today with unholy haste and thoughtlessness. Our purpose now is merely to have a large farms 
and large crops. Today the farmer is interested only in the wealth he can obtain from the soil. 
By greed and selfishness, and a habit of regarding the soil as property, the face of the land is 
made ugly, farming is lowered in dignity and the farmer leads the meanest of lives.

32 Which crop grew well in the first season
1) Beans 2) potatoes 3) 1&2 4) rice

33 How much land did the narrator dig the next year?
1) An acre 2) two acres 3) half acre 4) a third acre

34.what does ancient poetry suggest about farming?
1)Holy art                    2) un holy art 3) sinful art 4) great art

35.how is soil regarded today?
1)Property                    2) useless 3) unholy 4) holy

36.through this passage the author suggests….( choose the best answer )
1) People are moving from villages to towns.
2)  People are becoming money-mined and materialistic.
3)  People have lost interest in framing
4) Farming is unholy

37.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.
1)My mother however doesn’t like this alliance.
2)My mother, however doesn’t like this alliance
3)My mother, however, doesn’t like this alliance.
4)My mother however doesn’t like this alliance
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Key

1) 3 2)    4 3) 2 4) 4 5)   1 6) 2

7) 2 8) 2 9) 3 10) 3  11) 1 12 3

13) 4 14) 3 15) 1 16) 3 17) 3 18) 2

19) 4 20) 2 21) 2 22) 3 23) 3 24) 4

25) 4 26) 2 27) 2 28) 1 29) 3 30) 2

31) 3 32) 3 33) 4 34) 1 35) 1 36) 2

37)3
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1. Ramu:- sir, could you tell me ,…………….is the railway station from here?


Stranger: - it is very near


Fill in the blank choosing appropriate word phrase from the following.


1) How long

3) how far


2) How about

4)how about


2. I……….. (read ) the book for last ten days

1) read
2) am reading

3) have been reading

4) am  reading


3. my friend’s uncle is …………………….M.L.A

1) A

2) an

3) the 

4) No article.


4. ……. Ramayana is …………….. epic.

1)   a, a

2)The, the

3) A, The

4) the , an

5. The Indian captain said that the pitch was more suitable for batsmen.

1) The Indian captain said ,” the pitch is more suitable for batsmen”


2) The Indian captain wished ,” the pitch was more suitable for batsmen”


3) The Indian captain remarked ,” the pitch is pre suitable for batsmen”


4) The Indian captain said ,” the pitch suits  batsmen no more”


6. Mr. Mayo said that if they use celebrities,they give them an advantage.

1) Mr. Mayo argued, “If we use celebrities, they give us an advantage.


2) Mr. Mayo said, “If we use celebrities, they give us an advantage.


3) Mr. Mayo revealed, “If we use celebrities, they would give them an advantage.


4) Mr. Mayo said, “If we use celebrities, advantage is given to them.


7. He is being influenced by a few greedy people.

1) A few greedy people are influencing him. 


2) A few greedy people influence him. 


3) A few greedy people influenced him. 


4) A few greedy people have influenced him. 


8. I was never given a chance to speak.(Change into Active voice)

1) They had not given me a chance to speak.


2) They never gave me a chance to speak.


3) They did not give me a chance to speak


4) They do not give me a chance to speak


9. the style of personal letter should be…………..

1) Formal 




3)familiar & intimate


2) ornamental




4) impersonal


10. Which of the following subscription is correction?


1) Your’s truly,
2)yours truly,
3) Yours truly,
4) your’s truly,

11. Poor raja shekhar! He has been ……….a soft ware job for one year.

1) Looking for
2) looking in to
3) looking after
4)looking at


12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘ taught’

1) g

2) h
3) gh


4) t


13. It was very cold. Raju was shivering ( combine the sentence)

1) It was so very cold Raju was shivering.


2) It was too cold that Raju was shivering.


3) It was very cold that Raju was shivering.


4) It was so cold that Raju was shivering.


14. He was arrested …………helping the culprits

1) Since

2) by

3) for

4) from

15. Can I have a holiday……………Monday?

1) on

2) in

3) since

4)  for

16. We learnt english parsing thoroughly

1) Noun
2) conjunction

3) adverb

4)interjection 


17. Raja sat on a bench

1) verb
2) adverb
3) adjective

4)preposition


18. Identify the wrongly  spelt word


1) calendar

2) compain
3) ceiling
4) beautiful


19. Pen is mightier than sword. ( change in S.D)


1) Pen is the mightier than sword

3) sword is not mightiest as pen.


2) Pen is one of the mightiest as pen

4) no S. D


20. /3 : n I s t /

1) earning 

2) earnest
3) early
4)against


21. /ge Ip/

1) gap
2) gape    
3) game

4 )golf


22. Wasn’t very kind of you?


1) exclaiming

2)congratulating

3)thanking

4)complaining


     23          “Why don’t you lend me a helping hand ” said Raju. Raju is……………….

1) Giving a command
3) making a request

2)  Giving information 
4) offering help


24 Britain and America fought a war against Afghanistan. They formed ………….


1) friend ship

2) business
3)love

4) ally


25 Prepare well for the test. It is necessary( combine the sentence)


1) it’s necessary prepare well for the test.

2) it’s necessary to prepare well for the test.

3) prepare well it’s necessary for the test.

4) it’s necessary preparing well for the test.

26 Genial. ( synonym )


1) Heavy

2) stressing

3) drowsy
4) sympathetic


27 Cumbersome ( Antonym )


1) senile
2) convenient

3) gigantic

4)reasonable 


28 We have lunch at 12 ‘O clock.   …………….?


1) don’t we?

2)do we?

3) didn’t we ?

4)  have we? 


29 My family should appreciate my artistic nature, …..?


1) Shouldn’t he?
2) should they

3)shouldn’t they?
4) shouldn’t she?


30 owing to ill health, he could not continue his studies ( change in to compound )

1) he could not continue his studies because he was ill.

2) he was ill, therefore he could not continue his studies.

3) he could not continue his studies because of his  ill helth.

4) He was ill so that he could not continue his studies.


31 The drowning man cried for help ( change in complex )


1) The man was drowning and so he cried for help.


2) The man cried for help because cried for help


3) The man who was drowning cried for help.


4) The man cried for help when he was drowning

                                          Comprehension passage


The first season my crop was good enough to satisfy me, especially the beans and potatoes. The next year I did better still, for I dug all the land I needed, about a third of acre, with a spade. I learned from the experience of both years that if  one would live simply and eat only the crop which he raised, and raise no more than he ate, then he would need to plant only a small piece of ground.


        Ancient poetry and old stories suggest that farming was once a holy art; but people farm today with unholy haste and thoughtlessness. Our purpose now is merely to have a large farms and large crops. Today the farmer is interested only in the wealth he can obtain from the soil. By greed and selfishness, and a habit of regarding the soil as property, the face of the land is made ugly, farming is lowered in dignity and the farmer leads the meanest of lives.


32 Which crop grew well in the first season


1) Beans

2) potatoes

3) 1&2

4) rice



33 How much land did the narrator dig the next year?


1) An acre

2) two acres

3) half acre

4) a third acre


34.what does ancient poetry suggest about farming?

1)Holy art                    2) un holy art

3) sinful art

4) great art


35.how is soil regarded today?

1)Property                    2) useless


3) unholy

4) holy


36.through this passage the author suggests….( choose the best answer )

1) People are moving from villages to towns.


2)  People are becoming money-mined and materialistic.


3)  People have lost interest in framing


4) Farming is unholy

37.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.

1)My mother however doesn’t like this alliance.


2)My mother, however doesn’t like this alliance


3)My mother, however, doesn’t like this alliance.


4)My mother however doesn’t like this alliance



Key



 1) 3

2)    4

3) 2

 4) 4

5)   1

 6) 2




7) 2

8) 2

9) 3

10) 3  

11) 1

12 3




13) 4

14) 3

15) 1

16) 3

17) 3

18) 2




19) 4

20) 2

21) 2

22) 3

23) 3

24) 4




25) 4

26) 2

27) 2

28) 1

29) 3

30) 2




31) 3

32) 3

33) 4

34) 1

35) 1

36) 2




37)3

